
Halper Lighting Solutions (HLS) led the complete historical lighting renovation of one of the premier Gothic church sanctuaries in the United 
States, spearheading the historical research, multiple restorations and full reproduction of nave chandeliers designs from archival documents. 
Blending the original architectural intent with cutting-edge technology, HLS recaptured the long lost structural and decorative beauty of this 
architectural gem.  
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Passionate Research Informs Stunning Restoration
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Nave Chandeliers were fully 
reproduced, drawing details 
from historical documents 
and archived information.

Nave Chandeliers
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Through the marriage of old-world craftsmanship and new 
laser technology, HLS has faithfully recreated essential design 
details, allowing for the discrete additions of light sources. 

At right, directional down lights were added to the skirt, 
augmenting the pew visibility, while maintaining original 
design intent. A removable mesh diffuser on the center 
column softens the view from below, while allowing for full 
fixture access.

Old-World Craftsmanship 
Meets New-World Technology

While the precise and detailed reproduction has been crucial to 
the success of the project, equally important has been the use 
of the new equipment in order to bring the architecture and 
chandelier details to light. 

New up light lamping exposes the hidden decorative arches and 
columns, while elegantly grazing the restored chain, integrating 
texture and continuity throughout the church. 

Directional Down Lights

Down to the smallest detail, the reproduction chandeliers dovetail with companion 
fixtures, all of which have been restored and retrofitted to maximize the latest 
advancements in lighting principles, energy efficiency and scene control. 
Modernized equipment allows for more lighting controls while saving the 
congregation utility costs.

Attention to Details Matter

Modernized 
equipment 
illuminates design 
detail and brightens 
the space.

Up Light Lamping
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The Mission of Halper Lighting Solutions
To reveal the true nature of our clients’ visions 
through thoughtful lighting design, fostering better 
projects and stronger communities.

With expert craftmanship, detailed replicas of original fixture parts were created.


